2nd battery for car audio

With the numerous electronic devices installed in vehicles, the one starter battery may not be
enough to handle the load. You can prolong the life of your vehicle's starter battery by adding a
second battery that can power one or more of the electronic devices. The second battery can
simply be mounted inside the vehicle itself, but it needs to be connected to the alternator to
keep it from draining. Pick a location inside the car to mount the second battery. While the
engine compartment is often the first consideration, this often requires modifying the
compartment to make room for it. The trunk is a better location, especially if you're using it to
power something in the trunk like a subwoofer. Mount a battery tray in the chosen location,
using a tray that fits the second battery's size. Screw the tray into the surface like the floor of
the trunk , then drill a hole nearby to route the cables through. Make sure you don't hit any other
components like the fuel tank when drilling and screwing. Unsnap both cables from the starter
battery to shut off the car's power, disconnecting the negative cable first. Disconnect the wire
that connects the alternator to the starter battery this wire is part of the car's positive battery
cable by unbolting it or cutting it off at the alternator end. Install a battery isolator a switch box
for the batteries into the vehicle. Strip away part of the insulation from the disconnected
alternator wire with a crimping tool and connect the bare lead to one of the isolator's side
terminals by loosening the terminal and retightening it with the wire lead under it. Connect the
alternator to the isolator's central terminal usually labeled "A" using an extra wire. Mount one
bare lead of the wire under the isolator terminal and then bolt the other lead to the alternator.
Connect the isolator's third terminal to another longer wire that will route all the way along the
chassis to the second battery in the trunk. Connect the longer wire to your second battery's
positive terminal using the same procedure as with the other terminals. Connect that battery
terminal to the electrical connector of the device it will power stereo, subwoofer, etc. This can
involve several possible methods like crimping or screwing the wire to a connector terminal.
Secure the wires to the chassis by bolting or screwing wire clamps to the chassis. Make sure
you have a clear path along the chassis where the wires and clamps won't be in the way of any
lines, manifolds or other components. An exact clear path will vary depending on the vehicle.
Reconnect the two car battery cables to the starter battery, starting with the positive cable.
Ground the second battery by fastening a wire for the negative terminal to a metal ground like
the chassis with a screw. Step 1 Pick a location inside the car to mount the second battery. Step
2 Mount a battery tray in the chosen location, using a tray that fits the second battery's size.
Step 3 Unsnap both cables from the starter battery to shut off the car's power, disconnecting
the negative cable first. Step 4 Install a battery isolator a switch box for the batteries into the
vehicle. Step 5 Connect the alternator to the isolator's central terminal usually labeled "A" using
an extra wire. Step 6 Connect the longer wire to your second battery's positive terminal using
the same procedure as with the other terminals. Step 7 Secure the wires to the chassis by
bolting or screwing wire clamps to the chassis. If you are installing any devices in the vehicle
that use an AC plug, connect a power inverter to the second battery. A common query that we
receive after the installation of a high-end aftermarket car audio system is about a lack of power
affecting performance. People may find that their headlights are dimming or that their audio
system is not performing as it should. Ideally, this is something that would have been
discussed and anticipated when the car audio system was being planned but that is often not
the case. The answer to this problem lies in choosing either a capacitor or an additional battery
for your car, with both options having some pros and cons that need to be understood. For
people that are not too familiar with demanding car audio systems, it can seem counter-intuitive
to them that their car battery is not powerful enough to provide the necessary juice to their
system. There are a couple of factors to be considered here. The first and foremost is the fact
that factory installed car batteries have only enough power to the basic functions of the car with
a little bit of leeway left over. The amplifier is particularly power hungry and will demand an
extra source of power to function at its optimum performance. The car will start to experience
some electrical issues where the windows may not get rolled up at the same speed they used to
or the headlights of the car start to dim when the car-audio system is booming. Most often,
though, it will lead to a reduction in the performance of the car audio system. So, yes, if you are
adding a high-end car audio system, be prepared to add another power source as well. At the
most basic level, a capacitor and a battery are not that dissimilar because both of them are used
to store energy. The difference, though, is that capacitors have the ability to discharge this
stored battery very quickly if the need arises. In a car where a high-end audio system has been
installed, this ability of the capacitor is very useful since the sudden burst of energy can used to
feed the power-hungry amplifier. This helps reduce the problem of dimming headlights when
the bass really hits but may not actually solve it completely. A second battery to double the
amount of power that you have stored can help solve the problem of headlights dimming or the
car audio system not performing to its optimum. The reasoning is pretty simple here. Adding a

second battery provides plenty of reserve amperage to the system and can also be placed very
close to the amplifier. It is slightly more complicated than just replacing your factory installed
battery for something that is powerful enough for your needs but it is definitely the less
expensive option in this case. There are plenty of differences between the manner in which
batteries and capacitors in the manner that they are designed and function. Both of them are
designed to store electric energy, yes, but the differences in how they perform this task are very
important. The potential energy or charge inside a capacitor is stored in an electric field
whereas the potential energy in a battery is stored in a chemical form. This chemical form of
storage allows much greater densities and thus batteries capable of holding the same amount
of electrical energy as a capacitor will be much smaller in size. This storage method also
dictates the speed with which the electric energy can be released. In the case of capacitors, this
is much more rapid than batteries and can be a big advantage when it comes to powering car
audio. The cost is also a major consideration in this case. People may want to save money
since they would have already spent quite a lot on the high-end car audio system as well.
Buying the right capacitor or additional battery for your car means knowing a bit about the
battery you have installed and the amount of power your car audio demands. The first thing to
do is to find out the amperage of your factory installed battery. The remaining is what you have
available to you for the car audio. Choose capacitor is your electrical problems are minor but
your amplifier is not getting enough power at all times. A capacitor is perfectly suited to solve
this problem because it can be installed close to the amp and supply with a boost of power
when it needs it most. Since the amp can function at an optimum level for most of the time, it
helps improve the quality of sound that you have been getting from the system. Generally, 1
farad of capacitance is added for every watts RMS of system power, but people may choose to
up this to 2 or even 3 farads as per their liking. If you are struggling with electronic problems,
dimming of headlights and other issues then choose a secondary car battery that adds
significant electrical storage unit and allows everything to run smoothly. This option sets you
back a lesser amount of money but does bring with it the headache of battery replacements and
maintenance, depending upon the kind of battery you install. A secondary battery requires
lesser space and also come in different shapes and sizes so that affords you a bit more
flexibility. Deciding what kind of secondary power unit you want to install in your car may seem
like a complicated decision at first but assessing the pros and cons of each option will help you
make that decision. It is, however, something that is a must-do if you want to get the most out of
your expensive, high-end, car audio system. Thank you for all the detailed information on an
extra battery or a capacitor. Just depending on the stock battery to run my system is out of the
question. A Yellow Top under the hood and a Blue Top in the trunk. The moment I sent signal to
the old w amp it blew its fuse and smoked. If someone can explain that it would be great. It is
hooked up in parallel and fused. Otherwise I guess too much CAN be a bad thing. So I have a
Toyota pickup. Just upgraded my 60amp alternator to a amp alternator. My system has 3
amplifiers, 2x watt rms, 1x watt rms, for a total of watts rms. Would I need a second battery?
How can I figure out how much battery power I need? Your email address will not be published.
Skip to content A common query that we receive after the installation of a high-end aftermarket
car audio system is about a lack of power affecting performance. Do you really need to add an
extra power source to your system? What are a car audio capacitor and a second battery? Pros
and Cons of a Car Audio Capacitor Pros: The biggest pro of using a capacitor in the car is the
availability of instant high-power when you need it. A capacitor will reduce the problem of
dimming headlights They charge faster than batteries Significantly less amount of voltage
drops since they are usually installed next to the amplifiers. Cons : Capacitors are much more
expensive when compared to batteries while in essence they do the same job. Since capacitors
are a much lower-density energy storage option, they are often quite large in size. This can be a
problem in a car where the space available is at a premium. Installing a capacitor requires much
more technical know-how than installing a battery in the car and thus there is that much more
chance of something going wrong. Adding an additional car battery will not only reduce the
problem of dimming headlights and other electrical components but eliminate it altogether
Batteries are easily available at many locations and come in a wide variety of different sizes.
Adding a secondary battery is a much more permanent solution to the lack of power problem It
adds permanent power storage to the car that can be used for other purposes as well if so
required Cons : The low-cost car batteries run the risk of corrosion and leakage of their
chemical components. Identify the right capacitor or battery for your car Buying the right
capacitor or additional battery for your car means knowing a bit about the battery you have
installed and the amount of power your car audio demands. Final Thoughts Deciding what kind
of secondary power unit you want to install in your car may seem like a complicated decision at
first but assessing the pros and cons of each option will help you make that decision. Leave a

Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not be published. High-performance car audio
systems tend to require a whole lot of juice, and the original electrical system in some cars just
isn't up to the task. The solution in some cases is to install a high output alternator, but that
only actually works when the engine is running. If you want more power when the engine is off,
then the best option is to install a second battery. If you want to add some extra juice to run
your performance audio equipment, you have two basic options. The first option is to ditch your
original equipment manufacturer OEM battery for the biggest, highest capacity battery that will
fit in the available space. The other option is to replace your single battery with matched brand
new batteries or add a deep cycle backup. This is more complicated, but it can potentially give
you even more reserve amperage, and it has the added advantage of allowing you to install the
second battery close to your amplifier. Of course, it's also important to remember that there are
situations where a stiffening cap or a high output alternator will be a better idea than an extra
battery. Adding a second battery is a good idea if you want to be able to run your car audio
system longer when the engine is off, but it won't do you any good when the engine is actually
running. Batteries all have a number of different ratings, but two of the important ones are
cranking amps and reserve capacity. Cranking amps refers to how much amperage the battery
can provide at one time under a heavy load, i. If you have space for a bigger battery, then that's
the simplest option. Replacing a small OEM battery with a larger capacity one is basically just a
matter of pulling the old battery, putting the new one in, and hooking up the battery cables. It
doesn't get any easier than that. The other way to add extra reserve battery capacity is to
actually add a second battery. The batteries should be the exact same brand, group, and age.
You can install the second battery in the passenger compartment or the trunk , although you
need to take precautions if you install it in the passenger compartment, and it's a good idea to
use a battery box or some other kind of protection even if it goes in the trunk. When you wire
the batteries together, it's essential to wire them in parallel. This means you connect the
negative terminal on one battery to the negative on the other and also connect the positive
terminals together. It's also important to use heavy gauge battery cable, and the positive cable
should have an in-line fuse. For extra protection, consider installing a fuse at both the original
battery and the second battery. Both batteries also need to be connected to the chassis or some
other good ground location. While you could technically leave the new battery ungrounded, or
ground them both and omit connecting the negative terminals, grounding both batteries and
also connecting the negatives together can solve a lot of problems before they ever happen. For
the best results, the amplifier should be wired directly to the new battery and be located in close
proximity to it. For instance, you could install both the second battery and the amplifier in the
trunk. It's also extremely important to use an inline amplifier fuse between the new battery and
the amp. You can also keep your existing battery and add a deep cycle or marine battery. This
option is a little different because you have to wire it so that you can isolate each battery from
the electrical system and, more importantly, from each other. The idea is to use the original
battery when you're driving, and the bigger deep cycle battery when you're parked. This has the
added advantage that you won't ever accidentally leave yourself with too little power to start
your car back up. Whether you swap out for a bigger battery or install a second one, finding a
spot with the right horizontal dimensions isn't enough. If the new battery is tall enough to
ground out on the hood, you'll have to look for other options. Whenever the engine is running,
the extra battery is just an extra load as far as the alternator is concerned, which can overstress
an old or underpowered unit. Jeremy Laukkonen. Jeremy Laukkonen is tech writer and the
creator of a popular blog and video game startup. He also ghostwrites articles for numerous
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Jul 25, 7 0 Rochester, NY. So I installed a new amp alt and I'm getting I'm being told that the g35
bosch plat agm under the hood is not cutting it. It's my only battery and I was not planning to
add any others because I don't play the system hard with the engine off. Could I get away with
using one of those cheesy caps? Do I need a large battery or can I keep this in my budget which
is, right now, but I can put more into it in a week or so. I've searched and not found much info
on what I think they called "backfeed". Mar 22, 6, VA. Jul 2, 2, 1 Michigan. My alt will spike like
high 15s on a big bass note and then when the bass stops the voltage will spike for a second.

Mayhem Tiddies. Feb 25, 1 Gainesville, VA. Adding a second battery isn't just for playing your
system while it's off. Your alt is spiking your voltage. What brand is your alt? What voltmeter
are you using? This hobbie is expensive. DC Power and not really the battery itself, more that
the battery is just too small for a amp alt and I don't see many examples of people running a a
alt with a single group 35 battery so I couldn't argue. He just thought that a larger capacity of
storage might smooth out the spikes. Jan 8, 7, 29 NC. Apr 27, 1, 6 KY. The context they are
telling you this is in this context- If you have a single starting battery and a single alternator
doesn't matter it's size, stock or larger.. Since everything is connected to the battery, the battery
must be in good condition and connected tight. Having one or both of these conditions go sour
forces the alternator to ramp the voltage up to "bleed" through the resistance so the battery
finally sees the voltage it suppose to see. The downside to this is since everything is connected
to the battery, electrical will flow through all the wires in use past the battery at the maximum
output voltage the alternator is set to at that time. This is pretty serious. This isn't a voltage
spike you should keep allowing. Adding a new battery of course will help eliminate the spikes..
But without attempting to re-secure your connections at the starting battery OR replacing it
altogether, adding additional batteries will only temporarily solve the issue until the new battery
ies bleed into the starting battery for whatever reason eventually damaging either the alternator
from overworking it or never fully charging the newly added batteries. The notion your starting
battery is too small isn't the correct answer but it's CAPACITY that is available may not be
enough BECAUSE of other factors or it could be very well too small altogether because the car
is requesting simply too much capacity from it during a cycle before recharge therefore
concluding it's capacity is too small. Mar 5, 0 PA. Seems like a power hungry amp but its cheap
tho. The context they are telling you this is in this context. Sep 28, 16 Worcester, MA. Create an
account or login to comment You must be a member in order to leave a comment Create
account Create an account on our community. It's easy! Log in Already have an account? Log
in here. Previous Topic Next Topic. Similar threads Advice on adding a 2nd Battery Should i add
a 2nd battery? Latest posts. Car Audio Build Logs. Constant bass Latest: 1aespinoza 45
minutes ago. Wiring, Electrical and Installation Help. Please critique my planned setup, advise
on amp? Latest: devinmoto Today at PM. General Discussion. Newest threads. Also im new
Here.. Most posts - Past 30 days Latest classifieds. Amplifier Classifieds. Miscellaneous Car
Audio Classifieds. Top Bottom. Advice on adding a 2nd Battery. Nov 3, Should i add a 2nd
battery? Jun 4, Feb 25, Feb 2, Nov 23, Nowadays car owners add a variety of electronic devices
to their vehicles. Sometimes they are simply too much to handle for the car battery. In order to
make this last longer, it might be a wise idea to install a second battery. This can provide power
for one or more devices and protect the first battery from draining too fast. A second battery
can be installed anywhere in the car, but it has to be in a place that allows it to connect to the
alternator. In the absence of this connection, the battery drains in no time. Think about the place
where you want to install the second battery. You might consider the engine compartment, but
in most of the cases, there is no room for a second battery there. Instead of making changes,
you might better install the battery in the trunk especially if you want to power the subwoofer
with it. Start by installing a battery tray of the adequate size. Pay attention to the gas tank
because you do not want to make holes in it. Disconnect the car battery by first taking out the
negative cable and then the positive one that connects the battery to the alternator. You can
unbolt the cable or simply cut it off close to the alternator. Continue by installing a battery
isolator. Connect the cable you have just disconnected from the alternator to the isolator by
removing part of its insulation and re-connecting it to the side terminal of the isolator. Make a
connection between the alternator and the central terminal of the isolator usually marked with
an A. Use two extra wires: one should go from the alternator to the central terminal and one
should travel from the third terminal of the isolator to the second battery. The longer wire
should connect to the positive terminal of the second battery. Then this terminal should
connect to the device you want to power. You can either screw or crimp the wire in order to
ensure this connection. Bolt the wires or secure them using clamps to the chassis. Make sure
the wires and the clamps you are using do not interfere with any other components. The clear
path that you should find for the wires differs
2002 acura tl main relay location
2004 ford f150 window wiring diagram
3 phase home wiring diagram
depending on your type of car. Power the car by reconnecting the first battery. Remember to
start with the positive terminal. Then ground the second battery by connecting a wire from the
negative terminal to a metal component like the chassis. We review products so you don't have
to. Register Log In. Toggle navigation. September 15, 0 comments carbatteryworld. Share Post.
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